We analyse the capacity of a range of different learning rules to describe actual human behaviour in the experiment on expectation formation in a cobweb model conducted by Hommes et al. (2000) . We find indication of a relative superiority in terms of descriptive capacity of forms of generalised adaptive expectations allowing for endogenous gain parameters.
Introduction
The economic literature on bounded rationality and learning has developed into a very rich field in the last decades and reference to behavioural and psychological issues of underlying human subjects acting in economic models is widespread nowadays as many aspects of the rational expectations/optimising behaviour paradigm are questioned from many standpoints. Quoting Rabin [21] (which contains a neat survey on psychological plausibility in economic modelling):
While still controversial, behavioral economics is on the verge of "going mainstream", especially in top departments in the U.S. The number of recent hirings, tenurings, conferences, etc., based on behavioral-economic research reflects its growing acceptance.
Within the wide current debate the mechanism of expectations formation retains an important and delicate role: first, because it is often a crucial choice in dynamic models and second, because there is no general agreement as to which assumptions ought to be imposed on model agents. Various papers have shown that, within specific contexts, rational expectations can be rejected as a good description of real agents behaviour: for example Schmalensee [22] , Smith et al. [23] and Williams [28] conduct experiments with human subjects, whereas Figlewski and Wachtel [12] and Lovell [17] are econometric studies of survey data on expectations. On the other hand the bounded rationality literature has mostly focused on asymptotic properties of particular classes of learning rules, e.g. inquiring the learnability of various equilibria under indeterminacy as in Honkapohja and Mitra [16] , investigating the stability properties of various attractors and the possibility of having roads to chaos as in Hommes [13] or checking certain long-run rationality requirements as in Marcet and Nicolini [19] . The perspective we take in this paper is partly different, in that we analyse the capacity of a range of different learning rules to describe actual human behaviour in the experiment on expectation formation in a cobweb model conducted by Hommes et al. [15] . This setting is especially interesting because it is a good test of how people deal with forecasting the future in situations of scarce knowledge of how the economic environment works but there is a strong feedback of their predictions and decisions on the observed state. The spirit of what we do in this paper is rather similar to the study carried out by J. D. Sterman in the late 1980s whose results were published in a number of papers (see Sterman [24, 25, 26, 27] ): in particular, both in that study and in this paper the capacity of agents of detecting the expectations feedback plays a central role. We compare various learning algorithms, which are presented in Section 2, both with recursive and non-recursive formulation, and we try to understand which can best describe the subjects' behaviour. Given that the experiment by Hommes et al. [15] is a single person treatment repeated for 77 different subjects, we ranked various learning rules in terms of their capacity of describing each agent's actual behaviour. In particular we assigned each agent a forecast rule which best (within a given set of alternatives) resembles its behaviour in the experiment. This is described thoroughly in Section 3. Then we ran simulations to project on a longer run the behaviour of these rules and to evaluate the possibility of observing convergence to the unique rational expectation equilibrium asymptotically: this is the object of Section 4. Section 5 contains some concluding remarks. Section 6 gathers figures and tables.
Expectation formation: some alternative
We now briefly present the various expectations mechanisms/learning rules which will be used in the next Sections. We can distinguish them into four groups: i) linear predictors with ordinary least squares (or similar) estimation of parameters, ii) classic adaptive rules and iii) their generalisations, iv) predictors with a random component.
Least squares learning in the context of a linear perceived law of motion y t = a t + b t x t is well known in the literature (see for instance Marcet and Sargent [18] ). Ordinary least squares estimation of parameters a t and b t ,
Also, (setting z t = (1 x t ) 0 ) the following recursive formulation can be given (see Evans and Honkapohja [10] ):
A simpler alternative can be written by substituting the matrix t −1 R −1 in the above recursion with a deterministic gain sequence γ t satisfying P ∞ t=1 γ t = ∞ and P ∞ t=1 γ 2 t < ∞. This is known as stochastic gradient learning (see Evans and Honkapohja [9] ) and assumes the recursive form:
Among the classic adaptive rules consider first the usual version of adaptive expectations x
where forecasts for the next period are recursively obtained through a convex combination (with a constant gain parameter) of the last observation and forecast. An extensive 1 form of adaptive expectations can be written for economies with infinite past (which is not our case), as a weighted mean of all available data. The counterpart of adaptive expectations in economies with finite past is called fading memory learning which has been studied for instance in Bischi-Gardini [2] , Bischi-Naimzada [3] , Barucci [1] and Chiarella et al. [7] . Expectations for the future are a weighted average of available data, with geometrically decreasing weights. The general, extensive, form of a model with fading memory can thus be written as
With the substitution α t = 1 W t , we get the recursive form
There are two extreme cases: when ρ = 1 all the past observations receive the same weight, so we are left with
that is, with a simple average 2 (see Bray [5] ). The equivalent recursive formulation is
Conversely when ρ → 0 expectations reduce to the myopic case
As suggested by several papers (e.g. the cited Schmalensee [22] and Figlewski and Wachtel [12] ) adaptive rules often provide a good description of agents' expectations, particularly so when allowing for a parameter that is non-constant across agents and through time following the rate of uncertainty perceived by the agents. Fading memory and simple average can be considered first steps towards a general adaptive scheme of this type. Both cases are clearly very basic forms of recursive expectations updating. In particular, in (6), the internal variable α t that determines the correction on the previous expectation in the direction of the last error, is itself only dependent on its own path and on a parameter. The way α is updated is therefore completely independent from external signals. Indeed, α t converges to 1 − ρ regardless of the dynamics of the state variable x.
There is a sort of natural way to generalise the fading memory rule to include past prediction performances in the determinants of the dynamics of α t and that is by endogenising the parameter ρ: this can be called generalised fading memory (GFM) (as in Colucci and Valori [8] ) and its recursive form is as follows
where the function H defines how agents react to forecast errors. The GFM also admits the following extensive form which highlights the fact that it can be seen as a weighted average of available observations:
Obviously the basic fading memory case corresponds to the degenerate choice of a constant H between 0 and 1. Therefore, for appropriate H functions, the GFM expectations lie, at each step, between myopic expectations and simple average: in fact if we assume, for example, H (0) = 1 and lim y→∞ H (y) = 0, the GFM is very close to a simple average when the forecast error is low, whereas with large errors we have α close to 1 (as with myopic expectations). This feature is rather similar to the spirit of the learning rule used in Marcet and Nicolini [19] , which is as follows:
t¯< ν α otherwise (12) This rule endogenously switches between simple average and adaptive expectations on the basis of the last forecast error.
Along the lines of GFM we shall also consider the following generalised adaptive expectations: (13) in which at each time period the gain parameter is tuned on the basis of the last forecast error.
Finally, we consider two predictors with a random component. The reason to do that is to have a neutral, minimal benchmark for the comparison we conduct in what follows.
In short, in the next section we will consider the following set of alternative predictors.
OLS 1 : With a perceived law of motion equal to x t+1 = a t + b t x t we obtain a linear predictor x e t+1 = a t + b t x t where the parameters a t and b t are estimated with recursive ordinary least squares of equation (2). (4).
FM: Fading memory learning as in equation (6). FME: Fading memory in extensive form as in equation (5).
SA: Simple average as in equation (8).
SAE: Simple average in extensive form as in equation (7).
M: Myopic expectations as in equation (9).
GFM: Generalised fading memory as in equation (10) . The function H is taken to be bell-shaped and symmetric: in particular we work with the functional form
with h, d, k ≥ 0 and k + d ≤ 1. A possible behavioural interpretation for this specification is as follows. Expectations are a weighted mean of the available data; as a consequence a large prediction error could be interpreted as the failure of the data to capture the present trend in the state variable, e.g. as in case of structural breaks or significant exogenous shocks. Therefore the most recent observation assumes a dominant role whereas a low weight is attributed to the bulk of older observations (by the choice of a small ρ t ). The opposite happens in the case of small prediction error. In this scheme, the variable ρ t can be interpreted as a voluntary choice of how much it is worth recalling, the choice being the result of a form of "rational" assessment about the significance of the available information in terms of predicting the future. For more details about this specification see Colucci and Valori [8] . Experimental support for this kind of behaviour is provided by Marimon and Sunder [20] . GFME: Generalised fading memory in extensive form as in equation (11).
GAE: Generalised adaptive expectations as in equation (13). Again, we consider a bell-shaped and symmetric H function. We have chosen the following functional form:
where the parameters satisfy the same restrictions of those in equation (14) . GAE is similar to GFM as, in both cases larger errors imply larger values for α; it is simpler though in that forecast errors influence the gain parameter directly.
MN: Expectations à la "Marcet-Nicolini" (see [19] ) as in equation (12). As for GFM and GAE the gain parameter is positively correlated with the absolute error (in percentage).
RE: Random expectations: x e t is drawn from the uniform distribution on a given support.
RAE: Adaptive expectations with a random gain
where α t ∼ U (0, 1).
The experiment
Hommes et al. [15] have conducted one person experiments in which agents' predictions are used to generate the price dynamics of a nonlinear cobweb model. We now introduce the model that underlies the experiment. Consider a single market for a perishable good that requires a time period to be produced. Demand for the good depends on its current price p t . Due to the production lag, decisions on the supply side depend on the price expected by producers. Assuming a linearly decreasing demand
with a, b > 0 and an S-shaped supply curve, with a unique inflection point
the price is determined by market clearing:
There is a unique fixed point and the dynamic of prices depends on agents' expectations. Under this specification of demand and supply and supposing that prices are forecasted using a simple adaptive expectations rule with constant gain the model displays very rich dynamics such as chaotic price fluctuations (see [13, 14] for more details). A total of 77 subjects took part in the experiment of Hommes et al. [15] . 4 Participants were asked to predict a number, p e t , between 0 and 10 at each time period. Then the actual price was generated as follows
that is by perturbing equation (16) with a random additive shock. Throughout the experiment the participants could see on their screens their past predictions p e t , the true values p t for all rounds up to the last, as well as last and total earnings. Each session lasted 50 time periods and rewards were proportional to the forecasting accuracy. 5 There were some little differences in the experimental design across the agents. One group of agents was asked to predict a sequence of values without any information about how this sequence was generated; the other group of agents was asked to predict a sequence of prices and was informed that a certain market structure was underlying the model but no information was given either about the specific market or about the occurring shocks. The second difference is in the choice of parameters and additive shocks. For a first group the market equation was specified setting a = 2.3 and adding an i.i.d. shock distributed as a normal with zero mean and variance σ 2 = 0.5. For a second 4 In each session computers were allocated an identification number: these go from 2 to 124 in the data set and obviously not all of them were used (due to the uncertainty about how many participants would actually show up). In the present paper we have used the identification numbers to distinguish the subjects in order to ensure the comparability with the paper by Hommes et al. [15] who in turn used them. 5 Points were awarded at each time period on the basis of the payoff function max n 1300 − 260 (x t − x e t ) 2 , 0 o . These points were then converted at a rate 1300 points = 1 dutch guilder. group of agents the i.i.d. shock was uniformly distributed with zero mean and variance σ 2 = 0.013 while the parameter a was not constant, simulating successive demand shocks; in particular a was set to
The other parameters, b = 0.25, c = 6, λ = 2, were constant across periods and agents.
Data analysis
In their paper Hommes et al. [15] have analysed the experimental data to understand whether any inference can be drawn on the subjects' behaviour. They show evidence of heterogeneity in the way people form expectations and find that there is a link between which rule agents used and how successful they were (how much they earned). In particular they distinguish three categories of agents on the basis of the particular learning rule they seem to have used: 1) agents using a rule that they call markov expectations (i.e. entailing a random switch between the last expected value and the last observed value), 2) agents using some kind of adaptive expectations, 3) agents who did not use any systematic rule. Agents belonging to the second category are those who, on average, earned more.
In what follows we want to take this analysis one step forward. In particular we try and answer the questions: Can we be more precise about what "types" seem to emerge? How do the rules discussed in Section 2 fare in describing the behaviour of each agent? Is there a difference between recursive and extensive formulations?
Our analysis is twofold. First, we have tried to group the participants in categories homogeneous with respect to how (and if) they exploited the information conveyed by their own forecast errors. Supposing that the agents used an adaptive rule like
for each agent and each period we have calculated the value of α t feeding the data from the experiment into equation (17) . Then we have plotted, for each agent, the values of α t against the last forecast error. Figure 1 shows the cumulative diagram, plotted for all the participants. At first glance no particular pattern seems to emerge. In fact it can be seen as the result of the superimposition of four typical cases. The participants to the experiment can be classified on the basis of the particular shape of their diagram in one of the four types shown in Figure 2 . To do so we have used the following heuristic rule. First we have analytically defined the three regions in evidence in Figure  2 (relative to types 1, 2 and 3) 6 . For each agent and each time period, we have checked if the couple (error, α) satisfies some of the inequalities. Finally we have assigned to each agent the type whose region is visited the maximum number of times subject to the fact that it has been visited at least 35 times. If no region has been visited at least 35 times over 50 we assign the residual type 4. So types are attributed when they characterise agents at least in 70% of the time periods: this threshold, while largely heuristic, is broad enough to permit actual classification of subjects in an experiment in which random components, high nonlinearity and strong feedbacks would otherwise make it impossible to detect any significant pattern in agents' behaviour. Figure 2) , actually doing one thing or the other at random. This class of agents produces markov expectations in the terminology of Hommes et al. [15] . Agents using adaptive schemes correspond to type 2 (15 agents in total, see Figure 4 for three typical cases) and type 3 (5 agents, Figure 5 ): the latter are using simple adaptive expectations with constant gain while the former are using a variable gain parameter which implies that agents react to the forecast error (higher gain follows higher error) in a way that is captured, for example, by the GFM and GAE mechanisms described in Section 2. The residual class of type 4 is characterised by the lack of any clear criterion in the use of the forecast error.
The second building block of our analysis tries to associate each subject with one of the specific rules described in Section 2. To do so we assume that agents form expectations using a predictor chosen within a given set and, once chosen, they stick to it. We also suppose that agents are using the predictor with a certain degree of approximation, which can be the result of a lack of full attention to the data due to the short time or to their limited computational capacity. The same assumption can be found in Branch [4] .
In detail, we suppose that agents form expectations according to a law of the form p
where G is chosen by each agent, once and for all, in the set of predictors specified in Section 2 and ε t represents a sort of "tremble". For each agent and each available predictor, we generate artificial time series of expectations 6 The regions are defined as follows: (1) (x ± 7.5) 2 + [10 (y + 0.5 ± 0.45)] 2 < 9; (2) All the parameters in the prediction functions are calibrated for each agent. For the predictors that entail a parametric choice we have numerically selected the best parametrisation in terms of implied mean square difference; for the random predictors 7 we have considered the average of the mean square difference on a 1000 times replication of the random choice. In the case of least squares and stochastic gradient a projection facility is applied to ensure that the predictions belong to the interval [0, 10].
For the predictors that admit an extensive formulation which is equivalent to the recursive form, we have actually distinguished two cases in the generation of the artificial expectations. There is a rather subtle but important point here: indeed, under our assumptions (18) regarding the tremble ε t , the two choices are not equivalent. If agents are genuinely using the extensive form and therefore are averaging the observations of p, each prediction differs from the value indicated by the predictor only because of ε t . Conversely if agents follow the recursion, they use p e t (and therefore ε t−1 ) to generate p e t+1 so that the prediction will be different from what it would be if there were no trembles because of ε t , ε t−1 and recursively every ε t−k with k = 0, . . . , t − 1. Table 1 contains the results of the above exercise. The Subject column identifies the person with a number running from 2 to 124 (see footnote 4). The second column, labelled $, shows the total earning for the subject (subjects are in fact sorted according to earning starting with the one who earned the most down to those that earned nothing). The third column identifies the type according to our definitions above. The fourth column shows the rule that does best in describing the subject's actual behaviour in the experiment.
The evidence of a connection between the total earning gained by each subject and the rule that best describes the subject is certainly not overwhelming, with the possible exception of the OLS 2 rule which seems to have been used by subjects in the upper earnings ranking. Nonetheless a link between earnings and type can be clearly inferred; higher earnings are clearly 7 We have specified RE as x Column 2 shows the average, on the total of agents belonging to each class, of the mean square difference between expectations from the experiment and those artificially generated. That is, δ G is a measure of the goodness of fit of our model (18) for the four types of agents. Column 3 has the average earnings. Agents of type 2 and 3 not only are those who earn more: they are also the ones whose behaviour can be well approximated using a predictor chosen in the set described in Section 2. This is not the case for agents of types 1 and 4. Furthermore, as expected, agents of type 2 and 3 are best represented by one of the generalisations of adaptive expectations (GFM, GA, MN) in 13 out of 20 cases; by fading memory in 2 cases (again an adaptive law with non-constant gain) while in 5 cases the best fitting predictor is in the OLS family. Three cases of type 2 participants are shown in Figure 4 ; their best fitting predictor are, GA, GFM and MN, from left to right respectively. As required by this family of predictors the scatter of points is, vaguely, bell-shaped. Figure 5 shows type 3 participants; they are associated, from left to right, to FM, MN and OLS 2 . Participant 110 is typical of those well represented by a predictor of the OLS family. Most points are concentrated around the origin showing that the dynamics rapidly converges to the steady state. Observe that predictors of the generalized adaptive family do better than the others also in representing behaviour of type 1 and 4 participants. Obviously this does not mean that those agents are mostly adaptive. In fact, none of the rules we considered does well in reproducing the behaviour of such agents. A few more facts seem to emerge. The first is that there is no single rule that can effectively describe the behaviour of all agents: therefore a significant amount of heterogeneity can clearly be detected. The behaviour of most of the experimental subjects is best described by the rules that generalise the adaptive baseline in the sense of paying more attention to the most recent available observation after a relatively high forecast error and vice-versa. Indeed, as shown in Table 2 , almost 70% of the subjects can be described as using one among "Marcet-Nicolini" (MN), Generalized adaptive (GA) and Generalized fading memory (GFM).
To have a measure of how well each predictor works we calculate the average over all the participants of the mean square differences. The results are shown in Table 3 . The four algorithms that are more successful in describing the agents' behaviour are in recursive form: this agrees with the idea that when decisions have to be taken quickly people rely on "short memory" information and simple rule of thumbs. Remark that the rule labeled OLS 2 fares a good deal better than its counterparts OLS 1 and OLS 1 extensive. This probably reflects the fact that OLS 1 is misspecified with respect to the true data generating process, in the sense that it implies that agents using it would have missed the feedback from their expectations to the data: which most agents actually detected in some form or other. OLS 2 instead correctly posits an expectations feedback (even though in an underparametrised form). Further note that a rule like the simple average (in both its possible forms), which is simple and is known to be very efficient in a context of strong expectations' feedback, is definitely not a good description of the way the subjects tackled the experiment. The same applies to stochastic gradient learning. In fact these two rules perform similarly to the two rules with random components in terms of descriptive capacity. Indeed the random adaptive rule fares, on average, better than several other (non-adaptive) predictors: this can be taken as an indirect signal of the good performance of the adaptive family.
Data about the worst and best performance of each predictor over all the participants, recorded in Tables 4 and 5 , confirm the above observations.
Simulations
On the basis of our above analysis of the experimental data of Hommes et al. [15] , each agent has been assigned a forecast rule (and a set of parameters where needed) which best describes its behaviour during the experiment. It is a natural question to ask which kind of asymptotic behaviour these rules would have implied were they used on a long time horizon. In particular, due to the particular economic model underlying the experiment, which has a single rational expectations equilibrium, it is interesting to see whether or not there is evidence of convergence towards the RE equilibrium if we observe the behaviour of the rules assigned to the agents in a 500 time periods simulated exercise.
In detail: for each agent we have taken the forecast rule best describing its behaviour and simulated the model used in the experiment (in fact we have only used the scenario with a constant a t = 2.3 and the normally distributed shock N (0, 0.5) for simplicity) for 500 periods (with the same shocks used for all agents). We have collected data on the variance for the simulated price expectations in the following way. Let V ar(T ) be the variance calculated on p e T , . . . , p e T −49 that is on a window of 50 time periods ending at time T . We have recorded in particular V ar (50) , V ar (150) , V ar (450). This has been repeated 1000 times for each agent and averages (over the replications) for the variances at the various T have been computed. Remark that the distinction between recursive and extensive form of a predictor ceases to be important in this context because the two versions are identical.
A summary of the results is presented in Table 6 . The first column contains the specifications used for the rules that involve parameters. 8 The last row in each box displays averages over the different parametric specifications: it can be taken as a rough measure of how much each type of rule is inclined to imply convergence toward the rational expectations equilibrium (a lower value means convergence is more likely). Notice that MN and the non-parametric rules (OLS1, OLS2 and Simple Average) have the lowest values: this does not mean that convergence is warranted in all cases. In fact, a number of types can be detected in terms of qualitative behaviour which we can described as follows. We present various typical examples of the four types above for the different rules in Table 7 . Notice that:
• With adaptive expectations (under the two parametrisations used here) the outcome is always erratic behaviour
• Fading memory and Generalised adaptive expectations are the only rules under which persistent small fluctuations show up
• The three non-parametric rules imply fast convergence (this feature is well known from the theory)
• The simulated dynamics of MN agents show convergence in all but one case. This is at odds with the fact that many agents in the bottom of the earning ranking in the experiment are associated with an MN rule: this contradiction stems from the already mentioned difficulty in representing the behaviour of agents of types 1 and 4 within our set of predictors.
Conclusions
As concluding remarks we can say that our analysis confirms previous speculations (and evidence) that agents in experimental settings show a preference for simple rules. In the experiment we have analysed, many subjects seem to have tested several of these simple rules: some eventually settled on one choice; others, particularly in the lower part of the earning ranking, went on trying (mostly without success). An implication of this is that adaptive schemes with variable gain parameter have a potential to describe rather well what real agents actually do. It is well known that these rules do not possess general properties of convergence to rational expectations: this is reflected in the fact that a good number of the subjects earned very little or no money at all in the experiment. The precise way to model this type of adaptive behaviour in fruitful and analytically tractable ways is the subject of an interesting and lively area of current research. For instance Evans and Ramey [11] analyse this issue with an eye to the scope of applicability of the Lucas Critique. On the empirical side, the particular model underlying the experiment of Hommes et al. [15] features a strong expectations feedback which could have had a good deal of influence on the outcome of the analysis: in particular the behaviour of type 1 agents could have been the result of the switch between two different rules. These aspects could be focused on, analysing experiments on expectations formation without feedback and/or assuming some kind of discrete choice dynamics in the line of Brock and Hommes [6] : an example of this (with survey data) can be found in Branch [4] . Table 2 : Nr of agents best described by each rule Table 3 : Average mean square difference 
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